Philippines senate rejects U.S. base agreement

MANILA, Philippines (AP) — The Philippines Senate refused to extend the lease for the Subic Bay naval base Monday in a vote that could end U.S. military presence in the islands and close the largest U.S. military base in Asia.

Twelve of the 23 senators — four more votes than necessary — opposed the agreement that would have extended the lease on the base for 10 years.

Senators President Jovito Salonga, who cast the 12th vote, declared the treaty is defeated.

President Corazon Aquino said earlier that she would hold a referendum to extend the lease on the base, the largest in Asia, for 10 years.

Mrs. Aquino, who signed a manifesto six years ago opposing the U.S. bases, called for a "people power" uprising of the kind that swept her into office in 1986 to release signatures for the national vote against the Senate decision.

If Mrs. Aquino fails, the closure of Subic would mark the end of an era of U.S. military presence on the islands that began in the last century.

The United States inherited Subic from the Spanish in 1898.

The lease agreement called for the United States to pay the Philippines $203 million annually to keep the Subic Bay base for 10 more years.

U.S. officials declined to give up nearby Clark Air Base because of damage caused by the June eruptions of Mount Pinatubo.

Agreement was reached earlier to close four smaller bases.

Several thousand people converged on the Senate building early Monday with signs and placards urging ratification of the agreement.

Yugoslav forces pound Croats; 26 dead Sunday

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP) — Yugoslav tanks and troops pounded Croatian positions again Sunday in reprisal for blockades of federal garrisons, and the breakaway republic said it had captured several army posts.

The Croatian blockade of federal outposts triggered a dramatic escalation in the fighting that has claimed more than 400 lives since the republic declared independence from Yugoslavia on June 25.

Air raid sirens sounded in Zagreb for the first time Sunday, as jets streaked overhead but did not attack the Croatian capital. Elsewhere in the republic, at least 25 people died in a 24-hour period ending Sunday night.

"We are not afraid. When you are in your own home you can't be afraid," said Nikos Prilasea, the 37-year-old watchman at a house on Mhanoovica Street, as he rushed people into an air raid cellar.

"I don't believe they'd really bomb Zagreb," said Valentin Horvat, 73, who remembered bombing raids during World War II.

Just in case, extra steel barricades were put up around Zagreb's government buildings, and tank traps and other barriers were fortified.

Croat forces — after weeks of setbacks in fighting with federal troops and rebellious Serbs — opposed the agreement that declared "the treaty is defeated."
Security takes the fun out of football

First were the NIDs in the end zones. Then there were blazing, full-color golden domes in the end zones, sesquicentennial patches on the sleeves of ND uniforms and blue, slash-red socks.

Everyone knew that worse fates hanged on the horizon.

Now, they're breaking up tailgaters outside the hallowed playing fields of Notre Dame football.

Shocking. "Notre Dame Security responded to a large group of fans tailgating in White Field North," read the Notre Dame security report. "The students were informed that they were in violation of University rules and were cleared of the area."

A large group? It is ridiculous that security would try to take the fun out of celebrating Notre Dame football weekends by disbanning a group of spirited fans.

What better way to cheer on the home team than to enjoy a few cheeseburgers, some hotdogs, and a couple of beers with a group of friends? Security has no business here.

Fans who rode in as Ann Arbor for the Notre Dame-Michigan game can relate to this incident. It's reaction of law enforcement officials.

A large group of fans from both Notre Dame and the University of Michigan had gathered in a street to show their spirit for their teams. Each side was chatting and cheering at the corner.

The overall spirit of the event was one of competition, however, not violence toward their opponents. Ann Arbor police moved in, donned in riot gear, and pushed the crowd into an intersection, thereby blocking four roads instead of one.

When the crowd would not disperse, they proceeded to fire tear gas into the group of students and fans. The students had rubbed their eyes and coughing heavily.

This over-reaction by the police is emphasized when one considers that there was virtually no violence during the event. It seems that the Ann Arbor authorities could have dealt with the fans in a more peaceful manner rather than treating them as if they would a reckless, angry mob of rebels tossing rocks.

It is clear that these authorities are misunderstanding the intent of these large groups of fans. They treat their teams.

Apparently, law enforcement officials assume that these tailgaters or off-the-cuff pep rallies are conducive to fighting and violence. This, however, is a faulty conclusion.

Police should be reasonable for fear that large groups of people congregating and having a good time, but it definitely got out of hand."

Women's abortion clinic vandalized

AURORA, Ill. — Vandals broke into the clinic of a gynecologist targeted by weekly protests for performing mid-term abortions, destroyed medical equipment and spray-painted anti-abortion messages on walls, police said. Dr. Aleksandr Jakubowski estimated damage at more than $100,000, but said Sunday he will continue performing abortions at his clinic in this Chicago suburb.

The messages "baby killer" and "Thou shall not kill" were painted on walls sometime before the clinic reopened Saturday morning, police said. The doctor is one of few in the Chicago area who perform second-trimester abortions. "We do not condone violence. This actually hurts our cause because it reflects on us," said police spokesman. "Now, I'm going to be embarrassed to picketing."

INDIANA

Former civil rights leader dead at 66

EVANSTON, Ind. — The Rev. Charles King Jr., who began fighting for civil rights as an Indiana pastor, is dead at the age of 66. The former Evansville pastor died Saturday of cancer at his home in Atlanta, Ga. "He was an individual who was interested in human beings and their welfare regard of their race and their status in life," said Solomon Stevenson, former president of the Evansville NAACP. "The little people, the poor people. He had a concern for them and was interested in doing whatever he could to help them and inspire them." In his later years, King was considered a national expert on race relations and often gave sensitivity workshops.

"I was just a couple of popular bars, so either the bars were too crowded for them or they were just too young to get in," said Sgt. Mark Iloes, &. The police don't have a problem with people congregating and having a good time, but it definitely got out of hand."

Court Update

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

MARKET UPDATE

YESTERDAY'S TRADING/September 13

VOLUME IN SHARES 62.0
NYSE INDEX 231
S&P 500 1,200.38 20.80
RUTHERFORDS 1,590.75 53
PRECIOUS METALS 0.60 11.20
GOLD 1.20 to $348.20
SILVER 1.40 to $4,006.00

WEATHER REPORT

FORECAST: Cloudy today with possible morning thunder showers. High in the 80s and low in the 70s.

TEMPERATURES:

High Low

©1991 Acro Weather, Inc.
Shuttle deploys research satellite

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Discovery astronauts dis­patched an observatory satellite Sunday to examine the effects of pollution on Earth's wriathing ozone layer, but ground controllers ran into trouble communicating with the spacecraft.

The glinting, copper-colored satellite, its solar panel jutting to one side, drifted off orbit shortly after midnight.

Mark Brown unleashed the observatory from the end of the shuttle's mechanical arm as the ship flew over the Atlantic Ocean toward West Africa on its 34th spin around the world since liftoff Friday.

"It was a spectacular show," shuttle commander John Gr窗外 said.

Those on Earth were just as impressed.

Welcome to the era of NASA's Mission to Planet Earth," said program manager Mike Luster.

The observatory was released a little later than planned, be­cause controllers had trouble getting a signal to pass between the craft's main antenna and a second satellite through which data is transmitted to Earth. The problems continued after the release. Signals were gained again, lost, and three times within two hours.

Project deputy manager John Donley said the interruptions were caused by a procedural problem on the ground that was corrected.

But then another problem was discovered later Sunday morning — one of two satellite transponders used to receive data from Earth failed.

Controllers at NASA's God­dard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md., could not send commands on an auxiliary transponder via a network of communica­tions satellites 22,300 miles high.

Instead, they used the backup transponder, which worked fine, Donley said.

"We have a redundant sys­tem, so we're still fully func­tional," Donley said.

Donley said engineers don't know why the first receiver failed. It would matter only if the backup system developed problems during the mission's expected lifetime of 1 1/2 to three years, he said.

Controllers on Tuesday suc­cessfully switched on and com­pleted an initial check of sev­eral satellite instruments as part of an examination of its operating systems.

Overcrowding was factor in jail fire death

Overcrowding was a factor in the deaths of 10 inmates in an overcrowded Missouri jail when a fire killed the prisoners inside the locked cells.

The fire broke out on the first weekend of the new school year, and a school official said classes had to be canceled because of smoke and fire damage.

The fire was contained to the jail, and officials said there were no injuries.

"I'm still numb. I don't know how I'm going to tell my kids," said Nagel's ex-wife, Margaret Nagel. "I don't know how I'm going to tell my kids," said Nagel's ex-wife, Margaret Nagel. "I don't know how I'm going to tell my kids," said Nagel's ex-wife, Margaret Nagel.

The fire began at 3:45 a.m. and was moved from another jail to Branson jail. John Strahan, the presid­ing commissioner of Taney County, said it would be Monday before officials get any answers on what led to the fire and if the jail may be ready for occupancy again.

The other ten who died early Saturday were a Michael Hax­son, 23, a former medical tech­nician and volunteer firefighter who was accused of forgery and theft of fire depart­ment equipment, and Robert Wilder, charged with second-degree murder in a 1990 death.
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Peace
continued from page 1
ratifying two existing treaties, CONVE and START. Completing these treaties will provide “a framework to move relatively quickly with additional understanding in the future,” Keeny explained.
He went on to discuss difficulties that arise from the buildup of nuclear weapons as well as possible steps to alleviate these problems within the international community.
Concluding with a call to action, Keeny said, “We are truly on the threshold of a period when great things can be accomplished, but... it is going to be up to all of us to help ensure that this promise comes to be.”
Forsberg also referred to the recent changes in the state of the world as she began her discussion on the future world security order. It is this “watershed in human history” that has lead to the debate “over what it might be to live in a world where all countries are democratic,” said Forsberg.

Harkin
continued from page 1
can’t win,” Harkin said. “I’m fed up with the wall street and Wall Street people who pull the strings of Congress here and in Washington.”

Tom Harkin
He planned to repeat the announcement in New Hampshire on Monday.
The crowd chanted “Harkin, Harkin, Harkin” as he offered a liberal’s sharp call for a return to traditional Democratic values. The “new vision” he said was spelled out by Democrats ranging from Franklin Roosevelt to Harry Truman and John Kennedy.

For the last four years, the hardworking men and women, the farmers, the small business owners, the people who pull the load and pay the taxes in this country have been getting buried below the belt,” said Harkin. “I’m running for president because I believe this American people are hungry for a new vision of America.”

Harkin, 51, is in his second Senate term and has emerged as one of its leading liberals and most persistent Bush critics.

With his announcement, Harkin becomes the third prominent Democrat to enter the race formally, joining Virginia Gov. L. Douglas Wilder and former Massachusetts Sen. Ed Brooke.


Lauritzen predicted that “the spread of democracy will lead to more violence rather than less,” Forsberg provided a detailed sketch of her idea of democracy. She explained, while majority rule is necessary to democracy, it is not the most vital aspect. Civil liberties which make it possible for the oppressed to demonstrate are considerably more important, according to Forsberg.

As a means of offering concrete steps to forge a peaceful international society, she described the possibility of international regulatory regimes and non-intervention regimes which could spread democracy and promote peace without imposing on one country’s wants over another.

Finally, Forsberg outlined general guidelines for using force and for promoting peace and democracy including: armed force used only as a result of international decision... cutback to minimum deterrent weapons... and an effort by the economic community to rely on international forum.

Lester Brown brought the discussion to a close by presenting the link between peace and environment.

As part of his role in Worldwatch, Brown and his co-workers publish State of the World Reports, which Brown describes as “sageled physicals of the world.”

For the most part, the reports have not contained positive information. “We would like to write a State of the World Report that is upbeat,” said Brown. “But we have not been able to do it so far.”

Brown cited a dangerously rapid rising population and a wasting of energy as the main reasons for the planet’s poor condition and called for an “environmental revolution.”

He gave practical advice for alleviating the situation, including: a shift to solar-termal technology, taxation of environmental destructively active, and a restructuring of transportation systems to relieve dependence on automobiles, and, on a more personal level, a rise in the use of compact fluorescent light bulbs.

Conducting a successful environmental revolution will take a “cooperative international effort,” Brown said. “The only way we can do it is if we all work together.”

This cooperation includes that “peace and democracy will be the leading enterprises in developing countries whose top priority may not be the environment, according to Forsberg. “The future depends on their cooperation. The time has come to reverse the trend.”

“We are facing a fundamental choice between mobilizing forces and reversing the degradation of the planet... it’s part of a package... You can’t separate peace from ecology... This is our real challenge as we move into the 90’s,” Brown concluded.

This panel discussion was sponsored by the Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies as part of a symposium to dedicate the Huschberger Center for International Studies and to kick off the University’s Sesquicentennial.

Father Theodore Huschberger, Notre Dame’s president emeritus and John Gilligan, former executive director of the Kroc Institute, both made a point to honor Joan Kroc for her generosity and all of those who made the Kroc Institute possible.
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Spring 1992
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105 O'Shaughnessy
"Who saw not Jerusalem in its glory has never seen a beautiful city." - Talmud
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Swedes hand big setback to Social Democrats in elections

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — The Social Democrats, founders of Sweden's welfare state, suffered their worst defeat in nearly 60 years Sunday as voters turned to non-socialist parties offering tax cuts, more choice and less bureaucracy.

Inflation and growing concerns about government efficacy shifted the prosperous Swedes' support away from the party that has governed for 53 of the past 59 years, shaping a system providing cradle-to-grave services in exchange for some of the highest taxes in the world.

Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson acknowledged that economic problems and negative public reaction to a tax reform plan caused the defeat, but said conservative preaching on economic dissatisfaction had "paid off while making responsibility hasn't, and that makes me worried."

Based on projections from 398 of 720 key districts, Sweden's television reported that the Social Democrats, with 39.8 percent of the vote, had faced United Nations warnings and repressive threats from the United Nations missile inspection team canceled its mission Sunday after Iraq defied Security Council warnings and refused to allow the team to use U.N. helicopters.

The Iraqi government said it was not interested in the foreign aircraft over its territory, which violated its sovereignty.

Instead, Iraq offered its military a Soviet-made MIG-17 helicopter to replace one destroyed in a recent battle. U.N. inspectors say the helicopters are unsafe and the pilots are uncooperative.

Iraq initially did not object to U.N. helicopters, but never provided fuel or maintenance. Tim Brock, an American expert who was to lead the inspection team, said the Security Council had warned Baghdad on Friday to prepare to use their own helicopters or risk further sanctions. The 17-member team planned to examine long-range missile sites in western Iraq as soon as both of the few intact sites were used to fire their weapons.

The Iraqi government said it was ready to participate in any government with New Democracy, which took a 23 percent vote Sunday and ordered him dismissed from the service.

Capt. Daniel Nightingale, 40, a member of the Indiana Guard because he still craved the military fife, was convicted at a military judge convicted a National Guard captain of desertion on Sunday and ordered him to resign from combat infantry duty.

Indiana guardsman is gun of despair

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A military judge convicted a National Guard captain of desertion on Sunday and ordered him dismissed from the service.

Capt. Daniel Nightingale, 40, a decorated combat veteran who served in Vietnam, was convicted at a two-day court martial.

Nightingale, a decorated combat veteran who served in Vietnam, was convicted at a two-day court martial.

"The military was my fix, and my way of running," he said.
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Kroger carts get calculators

CINCINNATI (AP) — The Kroger Co. says attaching to carts will help shoppers stay within their grocery budgets and offer business another way to advertise products.

Kroger on Wednesday began attaching 3- by 7.5-inch calculators to about 4,200 carts in the Springfield areas. The left side of each solar-powered calculator has a recessed, plastic-covered panel to hold glossy advertisements.

"It's not a complicated idea, but it's a good idea just the same," said Sam Gingrich, manager of communications for Kroger's southwestern Ohio marketing area. "We're simply trying to choose the best technology from a customer's standpoint and from our standpoint."

Tom Jackson, executive director of the Ohio Grocers Association, said Kroger is the first supermarket chain to use the shopping cart calculators in Ohio. But he said he expects more stores to install them if they are popular. Kroger's southwest Ohio manager of communications, said."We're simply trying to choose the best technology from a customer's standpoint and from our standpoint."

LOS ANGELES (AP) — In a "throwback to the one-room schoolhouse, some students in the nation's second largest school district are teaching each other since austerity eliminated more than 2,000 teachers, greatly enlarging classes.

Children returned to their classrooms less than a month ago and the Los Angeles Unified School District is laying off teachers, juggling students and trimming paychecks to close a $274 million budget gap.

"The way we are surviving is the way the old one-room schoolhouse used to work, that is, kids are going to do team learning," said Paul Greenwald, who teaches Spanish-speaking fourth-graders at Wilbur Elementary School.

This year, Greenwald's class will absorb some fifth-graders whose teachers' jobs were eliminated. The size of the class will jump from 27 students last year to 30 or 34 this year, he said.

Across the sprawling district serving 650,000 pupils, the average class size is expected to increase by three students since 2,145 teachers were cut from last year’s workforce of about 32,000 teachers. Some high school classes will have more than 40 students.

Greenwald plans to have fast learners work with their slower counterparts.

"When I was in school it was, 'do your own work.' Now you work together, you learn from each other," he said. "That frees me up to take care of a lot of people who really need it."

The cutbacks, the worst in more than a decade, were announced earlier this month when the school board adopted a $3.9 billion spending plan, down from $4 billion last year. But it appears the district’s travails are far from over.

The new budget is based on teachers accepting a $122 million cut in pay and benefits, a situation prompting talk of a strike. The district was crippled by a nearly two-week walkout in spring 1989.

"Teachers are not in this profession to get rich. They don't expect a lot, but they do expect a little consideration," said Helen Bernstein, president of United Teachers of Los Angeles. A strike is "a real possibility," she said.

John Booker, the district's chief financial officer, said administrators were confident of averting a strike.

"We continue to believe that we are going to be able to negotiate those reductions," he said.

The state provides about 75 percent of the district's money and has sharply cut its appropriation this year. Legislation to give an additional $88 million sits unsigned on Gov. Pete Wilson's desk. His preoccupation with a $14 billion state deficit could doom the district's plea for help.

The predicament for Los Angeles schools is a familiar one around the country, wherever the national recession has thrown state and local governments into the red. Classes of 40 students are now common in Colorado's elementary schools. The District of Columbia is offering early retirement to 1,300 teachers.

Many Florida school districts have imposed a hiring freeze. So Los Angeles officials "have got a lot of company in pain and suffering," Alan Odden, a professor of educational policy at the University of Southern California.
She asks us to fast, pray, and sage is to turn back to Jesus. Conversely! The woman's message is much like Mary's message is not one of gloom and doom, for that will happen anyway because the entire world does not believe in God and acts wrongly against his fellow man.

Therefore, good Father, her message is not one of doom and gloom. Rather, she is telling us what everyone, including the Catholic Church, has always believed and preached. Namely, that there is coming a time when every man and every nation will be accountable before God. It is obvious from the good Father's third to last paragraph that he does not believe in the apparitions of Fatima. He jibes at them and mocks what so many Christians, both young and old, Catholic and non-Catholic, have come to believe. I did not write this article to condemn Father Griffin or belittle him. If he does not believe in the apparitions at Medjugorje, then that is his privilege. However, when he holds up and viciously ridicules what so many faithful and God-fearing Christians, both Catholic and non-Catholic, believe, then that is when I must speak out against such ignorance and mockery.

Philip Mohr
Off-campus
Sept. 8, 1991
Accent
Monday, September 16, 1991

One singular sensation

Moreau Center for the Arts unifies Saint Mary's cultural arts

By ANNA MARIE TABOR
Saint Mary's Accent Editor

The Certs advertisement is wrong. One is better than two.

At least that is the case with the Moreau Hall and O’Laughlin Auditorium. The two formerly separately recognized houses for performing and visual arts are now united under the name “Moreau Center for the Arts.”

The concept was the brainchild of Dennis Andres, director of concerts and event services at Saint Mary’s, who has long been aware of the need for a coherent arts and event services at Saint Mary’s cultural events.

“I got tired of trying to advertise in different places,” Andres said. “Saint Mary’s has an arts-oriented identity, Notre Dame is sports-oriented.”

Even though Moreau and O’Laughlin are solidly connected buildings, there has previously been “no standard logo for art, music, theater, and dance.”

Andres met the need for a single title that the community could identify with in his proposal for this cultural year: “Look What You’re Beginning to See.”

The result was made known to the university community of this issue. In particular, this first-time procedure is that parents could see what cultural events are happening.

With the change in name comes a program restructuring in which a wide variety of shows will be performed and have been scheduled in the environment most comfortable for a variety of audiences.

For example, of the six productions are to appear in the Little Theatre this fall, a second semester show, will take advantage of the new arts and campus lighting that has made the Little Theatre operable for more performances.

Instead of bringing only musicals to Saint Mary’s, Andres has enlisted a potpourri of events, but deliberately includes musicals, country, classical, and modern.

In our age of rock ’n roll, heavy metal, and Top 40 music, Andres seeks to expose Saint Mary’s students to a variety of events. Interior changes in the 1,300-seat O’Laughlin Auditorium will be under way beginning this week. The lower half of the seats will be draped off in an attempt to “contain audience space.”

“We are truly the home of the South Bend Symphony Orchestra and the South Bend Chamber Singers,” said Andres, and added that the Fishoff Competition office moved to Saint Mary’s and the competition may take place on campus.

Over 2,000 Americans have still missing or are unaccounted for any prisoner who may still be a moment of silence after the POW/MIA flags have been raised, just before the National Anthem. Deserves of the war.

The activities of the week are an important issue for those families of loved ones who have been recovered, but still remain strongly committed to those families and their educational event services at Saint Mary’s, who have been recovered, but still remain strongly committed to those families and their educational event services.

The week will offer an opportunity for everyone to learn more about this ongoing situation. “We are hoping to have nine years of light on the POW/MIA issue,” said Cierzniak.

Andres is pleased to contribute his talents to Saint Mary’s and although it is “too soon to tell” what the reactions to the Moreau Center for the Arts are, he is confident that the changes are best for publicity, performance, and attendance.
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After the kickoff, Notre Dame scored. Lead Derek Brown across the Anderson at the Wolverine 21, Tony Brooks was recovered by a yard run by Powers, to up its 46 yards to the Michigan 24. If exchange between Mirer and two plays later when a muffed yards in 92 seconds, with Mirer lead to 17 points a minute drive, capped by a 16-scoring opportunity so far in the game.

Irish continued from page 16

Wolverines had a quick 3-0 lead.

“That interception got Michigan’s crowd into it and put us in a bind, said Holtz. Michigan’s ball-control offense was on display in the second quarter. The Wolverines scored two touchdowns in the quarter and 80 yards that ate up almost 12 minutes of the period to take a 17-0 lead.

The first score came on a 29-yard end around by Howard on the clock. For the day, Smith totalled five catches for a career-high 121 yards. "You can’t go to sleep on Notre Dame," said Howard. "They’re such an explosive club, and can do those types of calls in games like this to win," Howard said. "If we didn’t convert, I was confident in our defense to hold them," said Moeller. "But yeah, it would have been a big turning point."

The Michigan defense rewarded Moeller’s confidence on Notre Dame’s next series, stopping the Irish at midfield. After Hentrich’s punt with 6:30 remaining, Powers (38 carries, 106 yards) picked up four first downs to help run Michigan’s first win over Notre Dame since 1986.

"Our kids don’t think that they couldn’t beat Notre Dame or that there was a jinx, but you have to give them credit," Moeller said. "Now the Irish must prepare to face a Michigan State team which also will be more anxious to wipe away any memories of Notre Dame’s miracle victory last season and the humiliating upset loss to Central Michigan Saturday. “It certainly doesn’t help by being losing," Mier said. “Hopefully, we can learn from this game.”

INDUSTRY DAY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

September 24

BANQUET

MONOGRAM ROOM

HORS D’OEUVRES

6:30 sponsored by General Electric & The Travelers

DINNER

7:15

September 25

CAREER FAIR

FITZPATRICK HALL (Floor 1and 2)

11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Representatives from over 30 major companies

• Opportunities for full-time employment and summer internships

• Bring your resumes!

BANQUET REGISTRATION DEADLINE Monday, September 16

Dine with your choice of company representatives

Extra forms available in Engineering Student center, 217 Cushing

$5 deposit NOW, return balance night of banquet

Sponsored by the JOINT ENGINEERING PIONEER SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS

SWEATER SPECIAL OFF

Bring in any 3 Sweaters or more and get them cleaned for HALF-OFF the regular price.

WINTER LOCATION

GREENWOOD SHOPPING CENTER

3 locations near campus

State Road 23 & Ironwood

272-9461

094

$9.99

Pickup any 3 or more and get them cleaned for HALF-OFF the regular price.

1329 Portage Ave. @ Martin’s Center

232-1338

209 Dixie Way South in Roseland

272-6093
Faulk rushes for 386 yards as San Diego State wins; Florida State, Florida romp, while Penn State is upset by Temple

(AP)—Marshall Faulk not only stunned college football. He also surprised himself. 

"Golly, stuff like that doesn't happen to a freshman," he said Saturday of his NCAA single-game rushing record of 386 yards in San Diego State's 55-34 victory over Pacific. 

Faulk, who rushed 37 times, broke the previous Division I-A record of 377 yards, set in 1989 by Anthony Thompson of Indiana, who rushed 37 times against Wisconsin. 

"I knew we were going to hand it to somebody," San Diego State coach Al Luginbill said. "We were going to run it. That was a heck of a performance by anybody, whether a freshman or senior." Faulk rushed for seven touchdowns, one short of the record by Howard Griffin of Illinois in 1990 against Southern Illinois, a I-AA team. 

Faulk said. "We were going to run it. That was a block of a punt resulted in another score as the host Volunteers (2-0) beat UCLA (1-1). No. 7 Oklahoma 40, North Texas 2. Oklahoma 110 burst for 59 yards and nine scores for a record for the Tigers (2-0). Jim Von Wyl added three field goals. 

No. 14 Baylor 15, No. 19 Colorado 14. 

Santana Dotson blocked a short field goal with three minutes left, setting up teammate Jeff Ireland's 55-yard kick. 

Greg Hill, the replacement for All-American Darren Lewis, set a major-college record for rushing yards in his first game with 212 on 30 carries, and also scored twice for Texas A&M (1-0). The previous record of 207 yards was set against Texas A&M by Baylor's Walter Abercrombie in 1971. 

"Golly, stuff like this doesn't happen to a freshman," Faulk said, referring to the Michigan team's one-two punch. "I didn't get tired," said Faulk. 

Oklahoma 110 burst for 59 yards and nine scores for a record for the Tigers (2-0). Jim Von Wyl added three field goals. 
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Irish volleyball captures SW Missouri State Invitational

By GEORGE DOHRMANN

The Notre Dame volleyball team swept through the Southwest Missouri State Invitational with three convincing wins, including an impressive showing in the Big Four Classic. Top-25 member Kentucky swept Notre Dame in three straight games, which raised numerous questions about the Irish's ability to compete with the top teams.

Notre Dame quickly put to rest any doubts by sweeping Ohio State in the opening round 15-10, 15-13, 16-14. Notre Dame was led by Christine Choquette, who tallied 13 kills, and Janelle Karlan, who had 38 assists.

American Heart Association MANAGE YOUR LIFE

Also contributing to the win was junior Cynthia May, who was moved into the starting three straight games, which team swept through the things to build on as the Irish went on to post impressive showings in the Big Four tournament after a disappointing loss to the Hawkeyes (422) and 11th-ranked Nebraska (421).

The victory over Ohio State really raised our team's morale. It was one of our goals and it's good to accomplish it," said Karlan.

After dismantling the Buckeyes, the Irish faced Eastern Michigan. Notre Dame made quick work of the Horcons, posting a 15-2, 15-5, 16-8 victory in a match that lasted only slightly over an hour. Jessica Fiebelkorn and Karlan were standouts for the Irish, as Fiebelkorn had a team high 10 kills while Karlan contributed 32 assists to go along with her four service aces.

The victory placed the Irish in the championship match against host Southwest Missouri State, a team which stood at 2-6 and appeared to be no match for the streaking Irish. The upstart-minded Bears played well above their heads, taking the Irish to five games before succumbing 15-7, 4-15, 16-14, 15-7, 15-9. The two-hour-plus match was highlighted by the play of Alicia Turner, who led the team in both kills (19) and digs (21), and Karlan, who had 46 assists.

"We really played as a team," stated Karlan. "We were successful because we did everything as a team. That's the key to our success."

Karlan was named tournament MVP due to her impressive play, which included a total of 31 kills and 36 assists in the three matches. Fiebelkorn and Choquette also received honors, as both were named to the all-tournament team.

The Irish (15-1) begin preparation for consecutive home games against Boston College and Illinois State scheduled for Sunday and Tuesday.

Go against the grain. Cut down on salt.

FSU still on top

By RENE FERRAN

The Florida State Seminoles remained atop a National Collegiate Sportswriters' poll racked with instability, or at least four teams held ground in this week's rankings.

The Seminoles, 5-0 winners over Western Michigan, racked up 21 of 29 first-place votes to outdistance co-runners up Michigan and Miami. The Wolverines had more first-place ballots than both teams ended up in a dead heat with 677 points apiece.

Florida's impressive 3-0 victory over Alabama vaulted the Gators over idle Washington, Tennessee, Clemson, Oklahoma, Penn State, and Michigan into the top 10.

Notre Dame fell from seventh in last week's rankings. The Irish (420 points) came in just behind the Hawkeyes (422) and 11th-ranked Nebraska (421).

Two newcomers joined the top 12 this week. Baylor's 16-14 upset of then 12th-ranked Colorado (now 21st) skyrocketed the Bears up 16th position, while Mississippi State climbed into the poll at 23rd. UCLA and Michigan State dropped from the rankings.

SPORTS BRIEFS

The Center for Social Concerns University of Notre Dame

SEQUEL CENTENNIAL EVENT - During the University's Sesquicentennial Year the Center is offering speakers to speak in classes offered by the departments from which they graduated, and to meet more informally with students and faculty. The focus of the presentations and conversations will be reflections about how their Notre Dame undergraduate or Law School experience (in their major, in their college and in the University as a whole) contributed to their living out the gospel call to love God and neighbor in their work, life, in particular, as well as in their life as a whole.
Monday, September 16, 1991

**SMC**

**ENTERTAINING SUSPENSE THRILLER.**

"A rattlingly fine psychological thriller!"

Neal Tannahill, Chicago Tribune

---

**LIFE OF THE MIND**

**Thomas Parisi**

O’Laughlin Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

September 16

---

**CLUB TUESDAY**

**Andrew Cutrofello**

Haggar Terrace

9:30 p.m.

September 17

---

**THE FAR SIDE**

**Gary Larson**

The art of conversation

---

**SPELUNKER**

**Jay Hosler**

**CALVIN AND HOBBES**

**Bill Watterson**

---

**CROSSWORD**

**ACROSS**

33 Mind reason
34 Witticism
35 Long a hand
36 fatale
38 Top of the morning
39 Actor Margolin, to friends
40 Painter
41 Rye disease
42 Investor’s favorite level
46 French corn of the 30’s
47 Put to flight
48 Last place ball teams
55 Mountain nymph
56 Furry Fox

**DOWN**

1 Hood’s heirloom
2 End of
3 The Rhine, to Rocco
4 Pretends
5 Velvety
6 Made amends
7 Called “Camera” name
8 M.R. Rinkelhart book
9 Ostentatious scholars
10 Summer刷新er
11 Castle cinder
12 —— Want for Christmas
13 Common abbr.
14 He directed
15 “The Odd Couple”
16 Succeed
17 Nando’s list
18 Sit-ins, e.g.
19 Deprive of courage
20 Up dog, for short
21 Insect stage
22 Helicopter part
23 Margin directive to a printer
24 Flying
25 Miller’s product
26 Nando’s look alike
27 Sit-ins, e.g.
28 Covered passageways
29 Jewish month
30 Rich Italian ice cream
31 Defeat soundly
32 —— No. Angels,” 1955 movie
33 Integument
34 Micron or Procyon
35 Give the once-over

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle are available by touch tone phone: 1-900-420-5666 (79c each minute).

---

**CAMPUS**

3 p.m. Presentation: Introduction to Resume Expert in the Career and Placement Conference Room.

7 p.m. Presentation/Reception for all Finance, Marketing, Management, Economics, and MBA students interested in discovering career opportunities with Conoco, Inc. in the Alumni room, Morris Inn.

7 p.m. Film, “Grand Illusion” Snite Museum.

7 p.m. and 9 p.m. Film: “Crimes of the Heart,” in the Science Lecture Hall. Part of the PC Fall Film Series.

9 p.m. Film, “Scarface” (1932 version), Snite Museum.

---

**LECTURES**

Monday

7:30 p.m. “Brooklyn Bridges.” Delivered by Dr. Tom Parisi in O’Laughlin Auditorium Saint Mary’s College Part of the Life of the Mind lecture series.

Tuesday


---

**MENU**

Notre Dame

Tortilla soup
Smoked thuringer
Fish boat
Pasta primavera

Saint Mary’s

French dip
Roast loin of pork
Cheese & veg. strata
Deli bar
Sports

Irish runners outdistance Hoyas

By Jennifer Marten
Sports Writer

It was a repeat performance for the Notre Dame men's cross-country team as they defeated the Georgetown Hoyas for the fifth straight year. Led by junior John Coyle and sophomore Mike McWilliams, the Irish won the annual dual meet 24-33.

Georgetown dictated the pace for the first two miles with Steve Holman taking the lead. The Irish pack stayed together for the first half of the race, but splintered near the end.

Coyle finished second behind Holman and posted the best time for the Irish with a 25:33.82. Not far behind was McWilliams and freshmen John Cowan who finished third and fourth respectively.

Notre Dame coach Joe Piane was pleased with the way his team performed against Georgetown, a team ranked in the top twenty.

"It was a successful meet," said Piane. "Our young freshmen competed like seasoned veterans. Cowan, Ruder, and Meloro did an excellent job." 

Another freshman, Nate Ruder, finished sixth behind Hoyas Andy Hall and Kevin Keegan(9th) and junior Nick Rachkwich(10th) rounded off the top ten for Notre Dame.

For the freshmen, the meet was an eye opener.

"I'm still in shock," said Cowan who finished fourth. "It was very different from high school. Facing a higher caliber of runners than they were used to, Cowan and Ruder ran together and pulled each other along. They also looked to the older runners for guidance.

"I tried to keep up on the heels of McWilliams, Rachkwich, Coyle, and Pat Kearney," said Cowan. "They know what they are doing and if I can follow them, I'll improve."